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530%
Growth in volume
compared to all of 2020
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668

sec. deposit time

million

Introduced open
banking, enabling
instant deposits

Total Platform volume
since inception 2020

NBX Capital
A subsidiary company
was set up to handle
Market Making and
ensure good liquidity
and tighter spreads

10 800
New “family members” a
near doubling from EOY

EUR
SEK
DKK

Introduced
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIALS
Below are Key ratios for the period, the same period last year and EOY. Values are in
1000NOK and customer funds are deducted from total assets.

Operating Income
Operating Expenses
Operating profit
Financial income
Net profit
EBIT
EBITDA
Total assets

H1 2021

H1 2020

2020

3 616
20 640
- 17 023
2 202
11 560
14 773
13 783
101 821

47
10 569
10 522
78
8 268
10 602
10 514
55 704

758
24 910
- 23 910
161
17 930
23 649
22 292
109 785

-

We had budgeted with an overall income of 7.9M NOK before taxes for H1, which brings
the realized income 2M below budget. The gains were mainly caused by a strong marked
until May, resulting in strong costumer growth and increased volumes on the Exchange.
June had falling prices and falling volumes following the start of summer vacation, and
reduced interest in general because of the falling market. The total income was mainly
from Fees of the exchange, and Market Making (MM) combined with holding Crypto and
FX in relation to the MM. The operating Income stems from the Exchange, while the
financial income in large stems from Marketmaking and fluctuations in asset values in
relation to holding crypto and FX as part of the operation. The operating income was
lower than budgeted, mainly because of delays in SEK, DKK, and EUR currency, and lack
of traction in these markets. In addition to this, volumes dropped significantly in June.
Delays in the e-money license also meant that we have no revenues from commerce, as
budgeted.
Over all we had budgeted with a total cost of 23.1M before taxes and had an actual cost
of 20.6M. Investment cost in consultants in relation to the e-money license process
amounted to appr. 500K NOK, while a delay in commerce business caused a slower
scaling of new employees, and building the ecommerce part, explaining the reduced
cost.
Total budgeted result for H1 was -15.2MNOK, and actual result was -14.8MNOK before
taxes. Adjusted for taxes, the net result for H1 was -11.6MNOK
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MARKET UPDATE
The first part of 2021 was one of the most active periods in history for the crypto markets
in general. There were new all-time highs in multiple tokens, and we saw huge
movements in user adoption and trading volumes globally. The total market
capitalization of crypto EOY2020 was 6.5 trillion NOK, the market peaked in May at 20
trillion NOK, and ended the period at 12 trillion NOK, a net gain of 85% year to date1
Bitcoin peaked at 546 190NOK mid-April, a full 119% growth, and then fell back to
301 830NOK end of June, resulting in a net gain of 21% for the first half year. Ethereum
peaked a bit later, in mid may at 36 626NOK a full 463% gain from EOY 2020. Ethereum
also fell after its peak, and by end of June it closed at 18 939NOK. Still a nice gain of 191%
from EOY 2020.
We see that Central, Northern & Western Europe (CNWE) has conquered the spot as the
largest cryptocurrency economies globally, resulting from tremendous growth in the area
combined with a relative decrease in Eastern Asia. An influx of institutional investment,
signaled by large transactions, drove most of the growth, though retail activity also
increased. Large institutional cryptocurrency transaction value grew from 11.6 billion NOK
in July 2020 to 385.7 billion NOK in June 2021, at which point it made up more than half
of all CNWE activity. Norway is also getting its share of crypto inflow, currently on number
10 of 30 European countries, well ahead of all the other Nordic countries2

1

https://www.tradingview.com/chart/?symbol=CRYPTOCAP%3ATOTAL and USDNOK from NB
https://blog.chainalysis.com/reports/central-northern-western-europe-cryptocurrency-geographyreport-2021-preview
2
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MAIN EVENTS
JANUARY

EUR pairs for BTC and ETH was introduced to facilitate easier trading for
our non-Norwegian customers, and attract new customers from other
European countries. SEPA payment possibilities also meant fast and cheap
transfer of funds.

FEBRUARY

Offering next generation open banking services through integration with
Neonomics. Offering deposit times as low as two seconds into our
platform3
Launched Custody with insurance through collaboration with Ledger.

MARCH

Sponsorship agreement with the Nordic esport organization Nordavind,
later 00Nation

APRIL

CACHE gold token launched. A token that has a 1:1 relationship with the
gold price, and has actual gold bars as collateral 1:1. This makes it easy to
buy smaller fractions of gold as part of a diversified portfolio
NBX Discord channel launched to have a larger presence in the social
media scene
NBX Instragram launched to add to the social media presence

MAY

SEK and DKK launched for ETH and BTC to facilitate better for our Nordic
customer base, and to be better prepared for expansion into the Nordics
NBX Listed on Mooncap.no a website comparing the different crypto
venues in Norway and the larger ones internationally. This site proves that
we are among the cheapest exchanges to trade for Norwegians, also
compared to the larger international exchanges4

JUNE

Chatbot “Olivia” launched for improved customer service
Bonus program launched, with real time payouts in crypto
Sponsoring and collaborating with “Krypto til Frokost” Norway’s largest
crypto YouTube channel and community
Collaboration with Lise from “Pengesnakk”, blog posts and Instagram

3

Dependent on the customers bank and the respective banks running policy.
The use case is from a Norwegian bank account, transfer funds, trade (include spread and fee) and
then cost of sending the crypto back to your own wallet.
4
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GROWTH
Norwegian Block Exchange had a significant growth the first half year both in regards to
volumes, but also costumer growth. The total volume of H1 ended at 577 million,
representing a growth of 530% compared to all of 2020. The strongest months were
March, April and May, averaging 113 million NOK in turnover. Platform volume is shown
below, where the columns are quarterly numbers, represented on the left axis. The
Accumulated volume is represented by the volume chart on the right axis.
Platform volume
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In regards to costumer growth, the customer base almost tripled to over 17 000
costumers by end of H1. Customer growth is shown below, where the columns are
quarterly growth represented on the left axis. Accumulated customer growth is
represented by the volume chart on the right axis.
Costumer Growth
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We have also seen a shift in which Tokens that had the overall focus. At the beginning of
the year, we had a 90:10 spilt between BTC and ETH, but at the end of the period this had
changed to a 70:30 split. This difference in focus is in line with what we see internationally
where the utility aspect of ETH gets increased focus, especially in the different DEFI
platforms. The larger gains in ETH relative to BTC also plays a part naturally. CACHE gold
has had relatively low volumes, and accounts for about 1% of the trading volume.
The Fiat split has been relatively constant over the period, where the EUR volume
accounts for about 2.5% relative to the NOK volume. The volumes in SEK and DKK have
been very low. This is mainly caused by a strong branding of existing players in the
market, and the lack of a local bank account for faster and easier transfers.
We see an increased interest in OTC trading, where costumers want to do larger deals,
or trade in Tokens that are not registered at our exchange. The OTC trading had a soft
launch in April (we also did OTC before this date, but in small scale). During the last three
months, we did about 14 million NOK off platform. For H1, OTC accounts for about 2%
of the revenue, while marketmaking stands for about 32% and fees 66%.

NBX CAPITAL
NBX Capital was set up as a subsidiary of Norwegian Block Exchange. The purpose of the
company is to ensure liquidity and tight spreads on the exchange. The reason for setting
up the company was that the volume was too low and the spread too high to be attractive
for new customers.
NBX Capital is a purely quantitative marketmaker, only using the publicly available APIs
as input into the algorithms. It is an overall goal to have a good variety of marketmakers
on the exchange, to ensure stability and tighter spreads. For this reason, the NBX Capital
bot is not the most aggressive, but ensuring liquidity and pushing the spread, while still
allowing for other marketmakers to compete for the spread.
Analyzing the trading data, we see that NBX Capital periodically has been a counterpart
of up to 50% of the trading volume, while the percentage of trades is significantly lower.
This implies that the bots are successful at creating the liquidity needed, while still leaving
room for the more competitive spread trading algorithms from third parties.
We see that the strategy of adding a marketmaking company greatly benefit our
customers with tighter spread and better available volumes in the orderbook. In addition,
it gives an added revenue stream to NBX.
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WRAP UP
NBX is on track in accordance to the budget at hand, and well prepared for the growth
we see in this market. The large growth in institutional and professional actors in this
space plays along nicely with the focus that NBX aims to have, as the secure and trusted
exchange in the Nordics. We are really looking forward to the rest of the year, and for all
our smaller or larger projects to come into fruition.
The e-money license has taken some time to receive. At the end of H1 we received some
follow up questions from “Finanstilsynet” that we worked on during the summer, and
have replied to. We are expecting a final answer from them during Q4.
Listing has been postponed because of clarifying policy issues at Euronext globally. The
application was ready in June, and at the sending day, we got a notice that they would
not be able to process the application because of ongoing policy discussions. The
discussions are still not finalized as of writing this report, but we are still aiming for listing
as soon as we get the go from the exchange.

Torstein W. Thinn
Master of Coin
Norwegian Block Exchange AS
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STATEMENT OF CASHFLOWS (indirect method)
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